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Testimonials
#218 happy customers in 32 different countries around the world!

“Working with Max was much better than I could have imagined. He is a great drummer and immediately got the right
mood for each song. Great communication and fast turnaround. Max understood exactly what I needed each time and
implemented whatever I asked for perfectly. Having drums played live on my songs really made a huge difference and
was much better than any machine could ever have been. Fantastic work and highly recommended. “
John M, Songwriter, London, UK
“When I first looked up session drummers I found a few online session drummers that were flashy and overpriced for the
quality they provided. However, when communicating with Max you gain a sense of humility about him. He
communicates quickly and efficiently. He approached my song as if it was his own. Bringing a new life to this worship
song. I have definitely have found the drummer for the rest of my projects. Max you are awesome!!!! More to come bro!!!!”
Evron S, Producer, Tennessee, USA
“The experience with Max from WantDrums is incredible. He’s such a good Drummer (and such a nice guy btw) that
although he nails it and plays very precise, the drums breath and are very lively and vivid. He knows what a song needs
and his soulful play is very beneficial to the music. The recording is great and so easy to mix. I love it and know who I will
contact in the future whenever I need a drummer.”
Frank H, Singer/Songwriter, Karlsruhe, Germany
“Max is an excellent, solid drummer, was delighted with the job he did on my song! Very good communicator also, swift
replies, and no problems with little tweaks and further revisions to ensure I was 100% happy with my finished drum track.
Highly recommended!”
Fergal N, Singer/Songwriter, Limerick, Ireland
“The contact was easy and so was the transfer of the files - I sent Max a LogicProX file in which he recorded great drums I took the first take he sent me, he immediately got the essence of the song and provided high quality drums recordings.
From the moment I contacted him to when I had the recordings it only took only 3 days!”
Mike K, Songwriter, Switzerland
“I typically start out mixing by time aligning what I have for drum tracks. I quickly realized that I was wasting my time
doing this with what Max had sent me. His microphone technique is solid. Not to mention a great performance as well. His
service is as advertised and I highly recommend!”
Josh T, Waterboro, Maine, USA
"Your drumming is superb, your musical instincts are "on the money", and your service is quick and friendly."
Steven D, Songwriter UK
"If you are looking for drum tracks you’d be crazy not to use WantDrums.com! Max is incredibly easy to work with, has
excellent communication, and quickly interprets your wishes. It’s like he has ESP! The end result is professional drum
tracks that would have cost you two to three times as much at your local studio, and in my experience wouldn’t have
sounded half as good. This is a no brainer, do yourself a favour and go all in now. Top shelf drum sounds and
performances await!!!”
David C, Songwriter, Newfoundland, Canada
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“Max is a pro and you can hear that right from the start. He communicates throughout the process and you get a lot of
bang for your buck! I will definitely rely on Max and his skills again!”
Stefan M, Songwriter, Austria

“Incredible playing and timely delivery. This is the second time I've been working with Max and I can't wait for the next
session!”
Carlo G, Songwriter, Milan, Italy
“You will make the right choice if you decide to work with Max. Excellent work and professional. Max delivered exactly what
I needed!”
Igor K, Songwriter, Russia
“It's awesome! Really rocking, love the trippy beat! It's amazing how it really does sound like we were all recording it
together in a studio. I can't tell you how amazing it is to hear real drums on these songs - it makes such a difference.
You've really captured the vibe once again!”
Alexa M, Songwriter, UK
“Great drum tracks, really sensitively played and a really nice sounding kit. Plus a nice guy - awesome stuff!”
David S, TV, Film & Game Composer, London, UK
"Working with Max was a great experience! His communication was excellent, and most importantly he nailed the drum
sound and performance on the first take! If you’re a songwriter or producer looking to take your programmed or sampled
drums to the next level, Max at WantDrums.com is it!"
Matt M, Songwriter, USA
“Working with Max was great. The tracks (both MIDI & audio files) sound great and were easy to load into my
audio project. Max was perfectly responsive to revision notes, was able to replicate my original MIDI drum
ideas but with much more nuance and 'real feel'. Replies were quick and the whole process was really
pleasant and easy. And most important of all, the drumming is tight and energetic!”
Erin H, Songwriter, New York, USA
“It’s a great service Max provides for songwriters and producers. The sound of the kit is top class and it’s
something you wouldn't get in your home studio. Communication was spot on with Max, very quick to respond
to emails and send back the different takes of the songs. Sending the stems over was quick and easy to drop
into my DAW and I will definitely be back for more drums!”
Luke M, Songwriter, Bradford, UK
“Simply put, Max is amazing! The best drummer I have worked with by miles. The speed of which he operates,
matched with his incredible customer service, is one that goes unrivalled as far as I am concerned. I gave him
my track and received a demo free of charge and within exceptional time. After a few back and forth emails in
regards to my requirements (to which he was unbelievably patient with me) he got to work. And in no time at
all and a quick and easy payment method, I had my hands on one hell of a drum track. I would seriously
recommend Max to anyone looking for serious drumming talent to accompany their tracks. Perfect. 10/10”
Joseph J L, Songwriter, UK
“I am 100% happy with what Max has produced. He clearly understood the brief I gave him completely and returned live
drum tracks that took my music in exactly the direction I was trying to achieve, with a creative edge that I could never
have possibly got close to programming. I've used another online session drummers before, and the quality of Max's
playing, and the audio quality of the raw tracks, is head and shoulders above what I previously got. Worth every penny.”
Peter W, Songwriter, UK
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“Max is an excellent drummer and a great person to deal with. Tracks were recorded in fantastic quality. Response time
couldn't be better. Overall it was a hassle free experience. WantDrums will be my 'go to' place to get drum tracks in the
future.”
Michal G, Songwriter, Bristol, UK
“Working with Max wax a real pleasure. His "deliveries" were of excellent quality and very prompt; feedbacks regarding the
quality of his recordings I collected from professional drummers were also very positive. Communication was easy, quick
and nice. He and his service are an excellent positive example which benefits in collaboration the digitalization brings. I
am extremely motivated to keep producing my music this way, and it definitely wasn't the last time I asked Max for his
help.”
Dirk S, Songwriter, Germany
“The files you are providing me with are not only top notch sound-wise, but also in a musical approach. You obviously
have both a musical and sound approach, which is just what my song needs. I have a lot of drum samplers, but they just
cannot compare to the feel of the real drumming!”
Thomas W, Songwriter, Frankfurt, Germany
"I’ve just used Max again to record a particularly technical session that needed real groove and the tightest of timing to
drive the song. Not only is Max a genuinely nice guy who’s great at communicating he yet again nailed exactly what I
asked for in one take! A real professional and a complete pleasure to deal with. I cannot imagine using anyone else for
my live drums. Highly recommended!”
Jonathan C, Songwriter, UK
“A world-class Drummer!!! Max gave my song a different dimension. A pleasure to work with him!”
Mario Z, Songwriter, Liverpool, UK
“Amazing. A really professional drummer with great sound. Max gave me just the drums I wanted in only a day! Couldn't
ask for more!”
Daniel N, Songwriter, Israel
"I'm and musical director and music producer and I like my music to be tight as possible, Max is a Very Very, skilled
drummer he nailed my song from the start. Wow!!! And as I told Max he is my drummer for life for sure. Thanks so much
Sir!”
William P, Musical Director, Georgia, USA
“Max is a consummate professional. From his phenomenal playing to his great communication through to his speedy
delivery, every step of the process is an absolute pleasure. Max is a pinnacle example of an amazing musician and
entrepreneur and he exemplifies the magic that occurs when those two skill sets merge.”
Sean A, Songwriter / Producer, Ontario, Canada
“I was delighted with both Max’s playing and service. He really added to the song and was attentive to our changes and
suggestions. The supplied drum tracks sounded great and the price was more than reasonable. We’ll definitely be using
Max again.”
James M, Songwriter, Kent, UK
"Max is an articulate, talented drummer. My go-to guy for reliable, tasteful drum tracks.”
Spencer S, Songwriter, California, USA
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"Max is great, working with him via e mail couldn't be easier, our own complete lack of music terminology posed no
problems to Max as he continually tweaked and worked on our tracks based on our feedback.
The recordings themselves are amazing, beautifully recorded and skilfully played, thanks Max!”
Ben R, Nord Film Co, UK
“Max is an incredibly professional drummer, he is fast and reliable, couldn't have asked for an easier to use service. The
drum sound and technique he achieved for the track I asked him to record drums for was exactly what I was looking for!”
Jamie B, Songwriter, Perth, UK
“Awesome communication and patient with my request! Will definitely work with Max in the future!”
Omar M, Songwriter, Charlotte NC, USA
''Max was able to interpret what I had in mind for the track and performed it just as I had hoped. It was stylistically and
tonally true to the genre of the music. The tone and recording quality is very high and was easy to mix and shape to suit
the needs of the track. The service is very straightforward and the communication was always quick and professional. I
hope to work together again on some future projects."
Anthony S, Composer & Producer, London, UK
"As an Instrumental guitarist, finding a drummer who can play for the song, have great tone and feel - as well as monster
chops on hand if required, can be a tall order. Max has all this and more in spades. Add to this his prompt responses,
ability to understand an artists direction and production ideas and his ability to pull a great drum sound and you have a
true modern online session pro drummer" Bring on the next track…”
Todd R, Guitarist / Producer / Educator, Byron Bay, Australia
"I approached Max when starting to put together an album project to re-record a demo tape made by the indie pop
band "The Deddingtons" in 1989 for Warner Brothers. The professional and timely response to my enquiry was followed up
with a free demo of his drumming style to my MP3 within 90 minutes of him receiving the file. The demo was outstanding,
both technically and perfect for the style of music - far exceeding my expectations. We went ahead and Max had the full
track recorded within 24 hours, and was only too pleased to make small amendments - giving the perfect drum take for
the track. I can’t recommend Max highly enough - outstanding!”
Matt W, Songwriter, Wales, UK
“I found WantDurms.com through a google search. I had never worked with session musicians over the internet before
and was a little concerned that the process might be difficult to manage through email. However, the video on the
homepage explained things clearly and as you only pay once you are happy with the drums recorded I thought there
was little to lose and I’d give it a go! I was delighted with the result - not only is Max an excellent drummer and the
recordings of the highest quality, he’s also an excellent communicator who responds thoughtfully and carefully to
pointers on revisions for drum parts. I found the whole process to be as painless as could be imagined and would
recommend Max and WantDrums.com to anyone!”
Edward G, Songwriter, Hampshire, UK
”We found Max online and his samples sounded great. He responded quickly to our inquiry and gave us a suggestion and
time schedule that he met precisely. Our song did have a drum track, but it sounded thin and ‘karaoke’ like. Max’s drums
brought the groove to the song! We'll be back for more!”
Christer B, Songwriter, Helsinki, Finland
"I contacted Max with a some what odd request of helping me replace my lifeless programmed drums on a song which
was in a very early stages. Max replied swiftly and provided me with a fantastic drum track. Now it's much easier to hear
my final vision with a great drum foundation in place.”
Pontus M, Songwriter, Sweden
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"From initial contact through to delivery of the finished recording, Max’s service has been exemplary. Communication has
been swift and friendly, and the final result is even better than we could have hoped for. The song’s original drums had
timing issues that we feared would make a new drum track difficult or even impossible. I needn’t have worried. Not only
did Max lay down a great sounding recording, it seems to have magically “papered over the cracks” that were so evident
on the original track. Many thanks for a great service, which I highly recommend!”
Nick T, Songwriter, Ipswich, UK
"I just wanted to drop you a line to say thank you! I’ve finally had a chance to lay into your tracks today and I have to say,
they are perfect! It’s always an absolute pleasure working with you and you’re pulling such a great sound”
Melissa T, Songwriter, Brisbane, Australia
“Max has an incredible approach and a preternatural ability to understand your song as if he's been playing it for years.
He's been a vital component to an EP we're recording and I can't speak highly enough of both his performance and
communication. Musicianship at it finest!”
Kyle B, Songwriter / MIDWAVE, Chicago, USA
“I have found using WantDrums.com a pain-free and inspiring service. I found Max was always available and prompt with
his replies to any emails I sent with amendments. The drums sound fantastic and can be dropped straight into the mix.
His drumming is fantastic with a great feel for the song. I will definitely be using the service again.”
Rich, Songwriter, Wales, UK
“Max is doing a fantastic job for us. He understands music and production. He’s smart at playing, has excellent sound
quality and brings his relevant ideas. The service provided is just perfect (first song delivered in less than an hour). Even
his pre-mixes sound amazing. We could not be happier. I recommend!”
Fred F, Producer & Engineer, Nice, France
“I found Max’s entire approach to be simultaneously highly professional and yet relaxed. He’s able to deliver high quality
work and get stuff done quickly. Perhaps more specifically, his great sense of communication and attention to detail has
helped make the experience particularly enjoyable. I would definitely recommend Max’s services to composers and
songwriters, and I’m looking forward to working with him again!”
Achille, Musician / Songwriter, London, UK
"In a brief period of time Max understood what the song needed in order for it to sound great - the communication was
very good during the entire process, I totally recommend his service.”
Carlos P, Producer, Ecuador
“Thank you so much for the amazing job you did on my song. It was everything I wanted and more! Max is a naturally
gifted drummer with amazing feel and precision. I sent him over my song with the feel I was after and he was able to pick
it up with ease. He is very efficient with great communication throughout the whole process. I'm extremely humbled to
have him play on my track and highly recommend him. I will definitely be using him again for future projects!”
Brad M, Songwriter, USA
“Max did great work on my track. Fast response time and results. Not even one revision was needed! I listed two influences
and he nailed it right away. Looking forward to working with Max again soon!”
Anton S, Songwriter / Producer Falkenberg, Sweden
“Max helped me in a desperate situation! I needed professionally recorded drums in a very short time-frame, and he
didn't fail me. His interpretation of my drum parts were exceptional. He's been incredibly professional, kind and fast to
deliver. I would recommend his services to anyone who needs professional drum parts for their projects!”
Carlo G, Composer, Italy
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“It was a pleasure working with Max! His playing is excellent as well as the quality of the recordings. He was very patient
with me whilst we got it exactly right. His pricing too was very reasonable!”
Ron K, Producer / Songwriter, Israel
“3 great things about Max. Creativity: If you think a remote session drummer is going to ‘phone it in’ get Max on the case.
He’s dialled in to what you’re doing and keeps it fresh. Sound: if you have house drums set up and mic-ed up and totally
locked in sonically, good for you - but you still need a great drummer. Process: Flawless. Timely. Revisions handled
overnight. Files impeccable. The pre-mix is even awesome. I’m a fan!”
Neal C, Songwriter, San Francisco, USA
“I wanted some live drums for my latest track but I had no experience with working with a session drummer. After finding
Max's (great) website, I didn't hesitate to get in touch. Max was very personable, very knowledgeable and understood
exactly what I wanted straight away. Within 48 hours he had recorded my drum track and I was using it in my track.
Really pleased with the whole experience, as well as the result. I wouldn't hesitate to work with Max again!”
Dom A, Songwriter, Bristol, UK
"My project had drums on it already, but I needed some more inspiration to spice it up! Max provided a very fast and
professional service - great communication as well. I will definitely be using his services again. Thank you, Max!”
Costa K, Songwriter, Bulgaria
“A truly amazing experience to work with Max. He is quick, professional and creative. And the drum sound is prodigious. I
look forward to working with him again in the near future!”
Tijl C, Songwriter, Neerpelt, Belgium
“Working with Max was my first remote live drum recording experience, and it was excellent. Max solidly laid down a drum
track, and was able to recreate the specific groove I asked for. His communication style is very professional and I will
certainly be back for more drum tracks!”
Mike L, Songwriter, Brisbane, Australia
"Great sounding drums! Totally recommend using WantDrums.com. The service was amazing!"
Danny F, Songwriter, Connecticut, USA
"Max provided a really professional service, real fast turnaround and great sounding tracks! I'll definitely be back for
more!”
Philip E, Songwriter, Bedfordshire, UK
"The service that Max provided was fantastic; prompt, professional drum tracks at a great price. After unsuccessful and
expensive experiences with drum-recording in the past, the WantDrums.com service was an absolute treat!”
George QH, Songwriter, Surrey, UK
"I needed to have some drum tracks recorded for my dissertation urgently - so I asked Max if it was possible to get it
recorded in a very short time-frame - and he made it! The price was reasonable and he was very easy to communicate
with. Highly recommended!”
Mok P, Songwriter / Producer, London, UK
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“I am really pleased we picked Max to perform and record drums for our track. The process was really fluid for two
reasons; firstly Max is a skilful and experienced drummer, capable of providing great performances that are really tight
and fit with your music. He can sense what is required both in terms of performance and sound, and delivers well
produced recordings that add depth and energy to your music. Secondly, he’s professional, making it easy to work with
him. He listens to what you have to say, replies to emails and delivers material on time. I’m looking forward to working
with Max again in the future and we highly recommend his service.”
Ian H, Film Composer, London, UK
“Max's online drum service is great. In the past I've been sceptical that such an approach could work but from the
moment I heard Max's drums on my track I felt an energy and excitement that brought the song to life. Max is a cool
drummer, offers great recordings at a good price, provides constructive ideas and works with a truly impressive speed
and focus on what is important to the song. I'll be back for more!”
Pete U, Songwriter / Musician, Stockholm, Sweden
"Max has done a number of drum tracks for my album and they are all of top quality. The turnaround time has been
amazing and any amendments, which I have only required on one occasion, have been made very rapidly. I take his
tracks to the studio to be added and the engineer is always very impressed with how little work needs to be done to mix
the drums into the songs and with the overall quality. I will continue to use WantDrums.com for all future projects with no
hesitation.”
Drew R, Songwriter, Southampton, UK
"I'd started work on an album and my programmed drums were sounding OK but I wanted something more than OK. I
checked out a few sites, including some of the US 'corporate' studios, and came across Max. I listed to a couple of demos,
clicked through to his site, watched the videos I was pretty sure I'd found the right fit. I sent Max a couple of tracks, asked if
he felt he could add something and we took it from there. I sent three tracks with some detailed session notes and within
a day or so Max sent me his first demos. I expected that I'd be asking for a few revisions but he'd clearly read my notes
and listed carefully to my demos because everything was right first time. I really can't recommend him highly enough.”
Mark L, Singer / Songwriter, Yorkshire, UK
"I'd been given Max's details from a friend of mine who spends his job working with many different musicians. He told me
to check out WantDrums.com if I ever needed great quality live drum tracks on a project, and when the opportunity
arose I got in touch. Max was prompt and professional during my enquiry, and then did a fantastic job of recording
exactly what was required for the track at short notice. The stems and mix sounded brilliant and lifted the track way
beyond the virtual-drums version. And the client loved it!"
Richard W, Producer / Composer, Brighton, UK
"Max is the type of drummer you want on your projects. What I really like about his work is that there are no long talks and
'mumbo-jumbo' over e-mail, but an efficient and professional work-flow in practically no time, and that's a rarity. Max's
drumming and the pure sound quality of the final product is simply outstanding! He did a very challenging job working on
my project, and his fresh ideas and performance have fitted perfectly into it, giving it a completely new dimension. It's
extremely helpful when a person like Max is within easy reach by simply sending an e-mail and an audio file. It goes
without saying that I will only consider Max for my future projects.”
Ivan V, Songwriter / Producer, Nuremberg, Germany
"I came across Max’s Custom Drum Tracks online website and I now plan to use his drum service for all my future
student-backing tracks. Max produced a great drum performance, which has taken my student backing tracks to
another level …thank you!"
Dom P, Guitar Teacher, Perth, Australia
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"I am very happy to recommend Max (WantDrums.com). The quality of the drum track that Max produced was every bit
as good as the demos on the website, the turnaround was quick and Max was helpful and friendly throughout. I found the
service to be great value for money and I will certainly use Max for my future projects!"
Andy B, Singer/Songwriter, UK
"I'm so glad I hired Max to record drum tracks online for me. His service is great and so is his attitude - plus it's affordable
too! I also like the fact that he doesn't charge you until you are satisfied with the results - it shows his confidence.”
Clayton C, Producer, Hong Kong, China
“The latest project out of my home studio here in Seattle was a cover of “From the Pinnacle to the Pit” by Ghost. My usual
way of building up the drum track manually in EZ Drummer just didn’t have the energy and presence that this work really
demands, so I started searching around for a remote session drummer. That’s when I ran across Max’s service at
WantDrums.com. The samples on the web site sounded great and the price was reasonable… so I gave it a go. Max
answered my inquiry quickly and within a few days I had a review mix to approve. I really appreciated the fact that the
sample track was full length and of high enough quality that I could hear how it would feel in the mix. Once I approved
the work the final stem tracks were delivered along with a mixed stereo track, all within just a few days! The quality of
Max’s playing was fantastic, delivering the punch and finesse I was looking for. Bottom line, if you want a professional
result at very reasonable prices, I would advise you to give WantDrums.com a try – you won’t be disappointed!”
Tony G, Songwriter, Seattle, USA
“Max is a pleasure to work with. Throughout the project, he was quick to respond to e-mails and provide new versions of
his percussion part. Furthermore, I asked for his opinion on an alternate arrangement for the drums and it was so good I
ended up using elements throughout the final project. I highly recommend Max and his online drum recording service.”
Keian B, Songwriter, Bath, UK
“Working with Max was truly a pleasure, he got the right vibe for my song straight away and responded quickly to the
minor revision that was needed. The whole process from initial contact to file delivery was very professional and the
result is excellent! Recommended without hesitation!”
Robin S, Songwriter, UK
“I writing this with trembling hands – that is how touched I was by your playing. It is simply amazing and nobody could
have done a better job than this! I love it and am even more excited to finish off this song. The energy in your playing is
fierce, such a talent! :)”
Elisabeth P, Songwriter, Sweden
“Your playing and the sounds achieved are outstanding! I enjoyed your interpretation as it has elevated the song to a
new level. I’ve listened multiple times and I believe it’s perfect as is; I am very happy with what you’ve done! My engineer,
Danny, noted he often has to add “muscle” to drum tracks when working with other artists but thought your sounds were
awesome and expressed enthusiasm!”
Carmelo G, Producer, New York, USA
“Working with Max has been brilliant, he plays for the song which in my experience can be hard to find in a drummer. Max
approached the parts in exactly the way I requested and without the need for any revisions. My song is so much more
exciting with Max playing on it compared to me trying to program MIDI drum parts! I can’t wait to work with him again in
the future. Thanks Max!”
Peter M, Songwriter, Cardiff, Wales
“My demo had drums on it already and it was ok, but I felt it lacked any sort of inspiration. I sent a copy to Max and he got
the mood of the track without any real instruction, and very quickly delivered a great drum track which fitted the song
perfectly first time! Max basically took an average demo and took it to the next level.”
Andy W, Songwriter, Perth, Australia
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“Max did a GREAT job. Very professional and really locked into my tracks well!”
Chris F, Songwriter / Composer, California, USA
“Max is great to work with, makes you feel at ease and understands what you are trying to achieve. All change requests
were done promptly and diligently. As a result we received three excellent drum tracks, technically flawless, but still lively
and natural. All done with minimal fuss and at reasonable rates. Looking forward to working with him again!”
Clement H, Songwriter, London, UK
“That was the best online collaboration I’ve ever had! A totally fast, efficient, enjoyable and of high quality experience. I will
be definitely working with Max again and I highly recommend this to anyone, he is a very talented drummer, very
professional and friendly”
Efty, Songwriter, Stockholm, Sweden
“I really want to thank you Max for your professionalism, from day one you have been tremendous throughout and have
tackled with great success everything that we have thrown at you, from great grooves to difficult time signatures and
some pretty tricky pieces to be fair. As a mixing engineer, your recordings sound fabulous which makes my work so much
easier. Your willingness to go the extra mile to ensure that we your clients got exactly what we wanted is absolutely
priceless.”
Neil G, Songwriter / Producer, Lancashire, UK
“I used Max’s offer to try the demo and was surprised by the quick response. He immediately sent me a [free] demo, so I
could listen to the potential result. We mailed takes and suggestions back and forth and by the second take I already had
what I was looking for. I recommend WantDrums.com to anyone that wishes to get something done in a quick and
professional manner. And if I need drums again in the future, WantDrums.com will be the place I go to!”
Niels F, Songwriter, Belgium
"Forget EZ Drummer, Max offers a service which is SO much easier. I had a finished drum track in less than 24 hours! Max
has been fantastic from his Musicianship right through to the communication. One very happy customer, highly
recommended.”
Tim B, Songwriter, UK
"Working with Max was easy from start to finish. He got the groove of the song just right! Not being a drummer myself, it
can sometimes be hard to explain what I want the drums to sound like, but Max got it bang on first time. The production
of the drums was amazing and I couldn't fault any aspect his service. Will definitely use again!”
Nick K, Songwriter, Isle of Man, UK
"Max was great to work with and was able to provide me with several iterations of what I needed. His style and feel was
spot-on. Everything was recorded very well and his kit sounded great! I'll be using Max's services again in the near future."
Pete L, Songwriter / Producer, London, UK
"It was a pleasure working with Max. Communication was very easy, super quick and Max immediately understood what
the song needed. Not only in terms of parts and playing, but also in terms of sound and energy. Max delivered multiple
takes in a record time. The high quality tracks were extremely easy to edit and mix and the room mics gave a lot of
flexibility. I was very impressed by the sound of the unprocessed tracks and will definitely be working with him again!”
Wouter V, Songwriter / Producer, Mechelen, Belgium
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"It's been a pleasure working with Max. He's an excellent drummer, energetic and precise! Max provides very good
communication: he quickly understood what I wanted for my track and recorded it promptly. I asked him to enhance
what I had in mind with his personal touch and I was delighted by the result - not to mention the excellent sound quality
of the takes. I will definitely be working with him again in the future.”
Yacine, Songwriter / Producer, Saint Martial, France
"I decided to try this method of attaining a live drum track after reading about it in a music magazine, so I wanted to see
if the recording quality and musicianship made a difference to my songs. After checking out a number of sites offering
this service, Max's site caught my attention - mainly because of his drumming. My track was a grungy rock track that
needed passionate and exciting sounding drums. I wanted to try and avoid samples too, as I prefer the drum tones of the
70's. Max provided a free demo so I could be assured before I went ahead. The finished tracks came back with all the
detail and excitement I had wanted for my track. The whole process went smoothly and the results are far superior to the
EZ Drummer drum track I had been using. Cheers Max 'till the next time!”
Andy R, Songwriter, Dublin, Ireland
"Recently I had a few tracks where I thought about potentially working with Max but ended up making do with loops and
sampled drums. Having now worked with Max, I regret that earlier decision - Max’s playing and sounds are world class
and he is a super nice guy! I now have the killer drums I wanted in less than 24 hours, without any need for hiring a studio
or drummer and without the compromises associated with loops/samples. Will definitely be working with Max in the
future again!”
Phreefall, Strike Music Company, Amsterdam, Holland
"Max's service is second to none! As a MIDI drummer user I needed to add dimension to a cover rock song I had been
asked to produce. I needed real groove and rock drumming to pull the song along and give it life. I'd looked at online
drummers in the past but hadn't taken the plunge. As I couldn't get what I wanted from the MIDI drummer I did a Google
search again and found Max's website. I read everything and listened to his demos and was excited by his dynamic
ability across all genres. I wrote to him and told him what I was looking for and got a reply within hours. After agreeing to
go ahead I actually had then stereo demo back the next day!!! Amazing! This sounds even better now I've dropped the
individual tracks into my DAW! Absolutely delighted and will be using again and again!”
Jonathan C, Guitarist, Leicester, UK
"Max is amazing to work with, straight forward, and a consummate professional. Max really enhanced my music with his
drumming, and I will certainly be working with him again!”
Tim A, Songwriter, Carlisle, UK
"Max provides great sounding drum tracks with a fast turnaround (less than a week between first contact and delivery of
the audio files). He also contributes with creative ideas to the project and has no ego when asked to do revisions. What
else can a producer want from a drummer?”
Marco M, Producer, Floripa, Brazil
“Max not only recorded a first-class performance whilst providing the sound I was looking, but he also provided great
communication by showing himself to be attentive and meeting the deadlines at every point!”
Guillem M, Songwriter, Barcelona, Spain
“Working with Max was very stress-free. I was a little hesitant at first and didn't know what I was getting myself into, but I
am so happy with the end product. With his free demo I felt much better about moving forward with the project and
hiring him to do the whole song. His website is very professional and simple, and he has a good variety of samples to
listen to. Max was very polite and prompt in his work - please and thank you go along way in my world. He nailed my
song in only two versions and I could not be happier! I will definitely be using him again, especially for the great price he
provides since all us musicians are pretty much broke! Ha Ha! Thanks Max.”
Chris P, Songwriter, Minnesota, USA
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"Very prompt, professional service, I am very impressed with the final result thank you!”
Lewis T, Songwriter, Staffordshire, UK
"I was looking for some percussion on a song I was working on. I got in touch and he explained the details, cost and
timeframe and then delivered on it with awesome congas and shaker parts. It was a simple, easy professional process
with wonderful results. I would fully recommend his services and will for sure be using him again.”
Neil G, Songwriter, Ontario, Canada
“Max was a pleasure to work with! I needed something amended after a first take and he managed to send me over
another take within 10 minutes - one of the fastest redo’s I’ve ever got back from anyone online! He understood exactly
what I needed in the track and was able to deliver the files in a timely manner! Give him a shot and you won’t be
disappointed!”
Wayne T, Producer, Roscommon, Ireland
"Working with Max at WantDrums.com was quick, easy, and professional. The turnaround time and sound quality of the
gear, paired with the accuracy of the performance is top notch. You're only a few clicks away from having great
sounding live drums on your next song!”
Ben V, Songwriter/Band, Florida, USA
“I found Max through a Google search because I was looking for acoustic drums to liven up 9 songs on my album. He
delivered on what I was looking for, was very easy to work with, took direction well, and the files he sent back sounded
great in the mix. All in all, I’d recommend using Max for drums. He met my tight deadline, has a good setup, and is a total
pro!”
Caitlin G, Singer/Songwriter, San Francisco, USA
"I've worked with Max recently on my latest track for my solo project and it's been a pleasure! Max is an awesome
drummer and as well as being technically brilliant, he has an exceptional and natural style which brings out the best in
your music. His communication is excellent too which helps you get exactly what you're looking for. Also you feel like
you're actually working with a friend you can really trust which is very important to me. I'm really pleased I've found Max it's great value for money and he's very quick indeed in getting your recording back to you. I'll definitely be calling on his
services again soon!”
Dan G, Singer/Songwriter, Leeds, UK
"I try to have fun with writing and recording music, but programming drums is so hard when I am not a drummer. I have
several 'helpful' drum plugins, but are never satisfied with the result I get. To spend a lot of time programming and not
get the sounds I hear in my head is frustrating. So to send Max a simple mix of my song and receive extremely well
recorded and played drums keeps the excitement in recording and making music. Max is professional and works fast!
Working with people like this makes it fun."
Tarjei B, Singer/Songwriter, Dalene, Norway
"Working with Max from start to finish was fun! We had a general idea of what we were looking for and Max delivered the
first draft exactly when he said he would. We made some detailed notes on what we wanted changing, and the next day
Max had delivered exactly that... again! We are very happy with his work and the added vibe he gave to our song. The
most important and stunning attribute of Max (besides his great drum skills) is the fact that he communicates along the
way, ie) when he's starting work on recording your project and when he will have it ready by. Max's competition could
learn a thing or two from him ;-) But then again, style can't be taught!”.
Vic G, Singer/Songwriter/Band, San Diego, USA
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"Max is a pleasure to deal with from start to finish. Great communication, is open to suggestions and plays with talent,
creativity, and soul. Will use again!"
Gareth D, Songwriter, Cardiff, UK
“I came across Max’ website when looking for real drums on my demos. The whole package is what you’d expect from a
professional, but it's not just his playing; it's also his communication etc. – and most importantly he makes my songs
sound like a real band now! All this at a price rate that will not break the bank either. Highly recommended!”.
Klaus B, Songwriter, Germany
“I enjoyed my first experience using WantDrums.com and going for the MIDI drum track option. I had quite a complex Big
Band arrangement (a 6 page drum chart), with lots of transitions, several breaks and various grooves. Max seemed to
have the skills I was looking for. He beautifully picked up my basic patterns, and inserted his own refinement. It was great
to have a professional adding some human musicality to my creation, thus taking it to a higher level. I never could have
programmed the final result myself. Max is also very patient when it comes to perfection: no problem with experimenting
with certain parts multiple times. Highly recommended!”
Bart N, Teacher, Trumpeter, Arranger & Composer - Amsterdam, Holland
Max is an incredibly talented guy, polite and professional and overall it has been an absolute pleasure to work with him.
This was my first project with Max and it certainly won't be the last. The project has lasted less than a week, it feels like I've
been playing music with him for years. From the off, he took note of exactly what I was going for and has delivered a 5*
drum recording, quickly and professionally. This has been one of the most enjoyable musical experiences that I've ever
had and I sincerely mean it when I say that I look forward to the next. Thanks Max!”
Bob D, Songwriter, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK
I’m a guitarist from Istanbul, Turkey and I found Max whilst I was looking for a drum track for my blues-rock project. I am
really happy to have worked with him, he has really great groove and can handle different styles. He’s also affordable!!
Looking forward to working with him again soon!
Ozgur H, Guitarist/Songwriter, Istanbul, Turkey
”I've loved working with Max! If you want someone to take your songs to the next level, he's your man. The drum tracks
came back sounding fantastic and now I can't imagine having anyone one else drumming on my tracks in the future…"
Chris S, Singer/Songwriter, Stevenage, UK
"First and foremost, Max is a fantastic drummer who plays with great flair and creativity. He instinctively knows what your
track needs and plays exactly what is required, delivering a flawless performance with a great drum sound. Added to
that, Max is a pleasure to work with. Nothing is too much trouble and he delivers your track incredibly quickly. I would
recommend Max to anyone looking for drums, whatever the style."
Joe H, Guitarist/Songwriter, London
"I would highly recommend Max at WantDrums.com. I've been working on songs for my new EP and needed hassle-free
drum tracks to suit my budget. I found Max on google and never looked back. In one of my songs, I requested high
energy drums in the chorus and mellow reggae in the chorus, and Max delivered superbly. The full mix was perfect for my
project. I couldn't ask for a more efficient, professional service.”
Jeff O, Songwriter, Limerick, Ireland
“I contacted Max as I randomly came upon his website. After a couple of emails, the parts I requested were back in my
mailbox in no time at all... Plus the quality was amazing! I will definitely be coming back to him for more!”
Nico S, Songwriter, France
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“Using Max's services at WantDrums.com was an absolute pleasure. He listens to what his client wants and plays
accordingly with feel and respect for the track. The stems I got back from him were top-quality and needed only the bare
minimum of processing to fit into the mix. I will using him again!”
Gerard M, Songwriter, London, UK
"I needed drums for two songs on my second acoustic / instrumental / guitar album, and Max delivered all I could hope
for. Efficient, professional and a great guy to work with. His playing and style are suitable for a lot of applications.”
Simon S, Songwriter/Guitarist, Norway
"I'm a production student studying Degree Music Production at Leeds College of Music and I needed some drum tracks
for an assignment. As I don't play the drums (I'm a vocalist), I did a search for session drum tracking on google and
happened to come across Max (WantDrums.com). After reading the information on the website I sent an inquiry to which
Max was very quick in returning a quote for my project. It took all of 24 hours for max to track drums to my project and
send the files. It was so easy and painless and I am very happy with the results first time. I'm never one for absolute
perfection, but found the tracking done by Max to be as close as perfect for mixing and processing. There was no pre
payment from WantDrums.com; you pay when happy at the end of the process and, costs are extremely reasonable for
the work produced! Thank you very much Max!”
Lee W, Singer/Songwriter, Leeds, UK
"I was looking for someone that had a pro website with pro samples of their work and used both electric and acoustic
drums as I wanted the option to use MIDI. Max can play many different styles and nails it. He has a great groove that locks
right into the song. I threw him a pretty fast pop/punk song which I thought might be a stretch, but bam, came back on
the money, Trey Cool style. Quick turn-around, spot on communication and most importantly a great drummer. Look
forward to working with Max more in the future!"
David W, Songwriter, Australia
“I came across Max’s page while searching on google, I needed a more dynamic and lively drum track for a song I’m
working on. I gave Max a track with a drum loop with a few pointers of what I wanted. A few days later, I had exactly the
track I needed. Max is very polite, professional and delivers quickly. It was an enjoyable and painless process working with
him. I know who to contact when I need drums for a track again!”
Kenneth S, Songwriter, Trondheim, Norway
"Working with Max was a pleasure. Fast, accurate and to the point. He made the changes we discussed in a day.
Professional drummer with spot-on and groovy playing. I would easily suggest him for funk, boogie and pop-rock music. I
will definitely work with him again. Also the quality of the recording signal is quite good and it makes mixing so much
easier. Superb communication, affordable price and decent drumming.What more can you ask from a session
drummer?"
Nik B, Guitarist / Songwriter, London, UK
"I was so close to giving up trying to get my songs past the demo stage as I could not figure out what was holding me
back. I tried a local studio who have a session drummer but mainly focus on programming midi drums for dance music
and was left disappointed and very skint. I also tried downloading loop packs which never make a song sound anything
more than a demo. You don’t have to be a producer or sound engineer to realise that the drums of any track are the
foundations to building an epic song. I stumbled across Max’s site, emailed a couple of Soundcloud links, received a
prompt response with pricing included and then sent over some really rough recordings of a couple of songs without
drums. Not long after that I had my dodgy Garageband guitars with a full on, professional drum track sitting in my inbox.
My silly little song I made up on an acoustic guitar in my bedroom had been transformed into something unbelievable
thanks to Max’s superb skills. He’s not just a drummer, he is a musician through and through so if you’re not sure, or have
any kind of doubts as to whether you music is any good, just email a track. Max will hear the potential of your music and
turn it into something very special. I just wish I’d heard about max before wasting my money on every other method!"
Mark H, Songwriter, Chelmsford, UK
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"Max is an excellent drummer - his playing is really tight and the amount of editing required to prepare tracks he
recorded for final mixing is close to none. He has some really nice equipment and knows how to use it - the sound of this
recordings is really professional, plus the turnaround time is fast. Working with Max was a very positive experience and I
recommend him to anyone looking for professional drum recording services online."
Marin B, Songwriter, Sofia, Bulgaria
"We found Max online searching for session drummers, and came across his website right away. The production value of
his site, testimonials, and most importantly samples of his work made it immediately clear he would be a perfect fit for us.
We sent over a track for him to add drums on, and he very promptly sent us back beautiful drum tracks. Timing, recording
quality, and most importantly vibe were all outstanding. The experience overall was 10/10, and we will definitely be
contacting Max again for future work!"
Jiah, Songwriter/Producer - Philadelphia, USA
"Working with Max was my first experience with using an online session drummer. This guy rocks on every level. I can
assure anyone considering his service that he will take excellent care of your song! First, his actual drum sounds are
competitive with any pro studio - very pristine, well recorded tracks. Second, his timing and feel are what you would
expect from a world-class session drummer - he's bang on! And finally, when you hire Max you're dealing with someone
who won't rest until your 100% happy. I was a little nervous about asking for revisions to his first take of my song, but he put
me right at ease and didn't quit until my track was just the way I wanted it. Excellent quality drums, excellent playing,
excellent service!!! 'll be hiring him again for sure!"
Eric P, Songwriter, Ottawa, Canada
"Max is a very skilled, tasteful, “chameleon” drummer who seems to handle any project thrown at him. All of his samples of
previous work sounded very impressive to me, and very appropriate for each genre. My experience working with
WantDrums.com was in one word: professional. I would certainly recommend this service to anybody!"
Spencer S, Songwriter & Producer, Los Angeles CA
"Max's drumming, recording and communication were all superb from our very first contact. I needed some live drums
recorded on a few tracks for function bands when the alternative (programmed drums) would've taken too long and
wouldn't deliver the feel of a real drummer. The thing I was most impressed at with Max was his genuine desire to make
the recording as good as it can be - he even tuned the snare differently for my recordings and you could really hear the
difference. Delivery was fast and everything dropped into my session perfectly. Max's service was brilliant and it's no
wonder he's so busy. From the musicianship to the recording quality and the service provided - you couldn't ask for any
better. Outstanding. 10/10."
Tom W, Songwriter / Band, Wimbledon, UK
"Max is one of those drummers that can play any style you throw at him. He will 100% play for the song and give it
everything. He offers fantastic prices for his service. With each track you get up to 3 revisions if you feel something needs
amending. I sent Max 3 tracks to play on and the first version I heard back for each of them were my final choice! I hope
to work with Max again in the future!!"
Jake R, Songwriter, Warwickshire, UK
"Max has a fantastic sense of what needs to be done to bring your track to life. He has a great energy on the kit and was
able to get exactly what I wanted for my production. His turnaround is quick, getting the track done on such a short
notice and he made the entire process a stress-free experience. I would not hesitate in recommending him to friend!"
Daniel R, Producer, Devon, UK
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"Max is an exceptional drummer with a great ear for how his drums can work within an arrangement. He recorded his
parts for my album with an incredibly fast turnaround and was able to work from my feedback to make any
amendments very successfully. Excellent playing and recording from an excellent musician, you can't go wrong with
hiring Max for drums and I'm looking forward to working with him again in the future."
Matthew C, Composer, Devon, UK
"Max's online drumming is a great answer for all of us who like to enjoy recording away from a studio, but know that its
hard to beat the nuance, variance and flow of real drumming. Max finds the groove and does it quickly, professionally
and friendly. Brilliant!"
Richard E, Producer, UK
"Max did a phenomenal job adding drums to my track. The feel in his playing was exactly what I was looking for. The
whole process from start to finish was hassle-free and extremely prompt, and I highly recommend working with him."
Kevin S, Singer / Songwriter, Brooklyn, NY
"We found WantDrums.com on google after being let down by another online session drummer. We thought the Max's
website looked professional, the prices were good and he seemed a decent sort.. so thought it was maybe worth a go...
well, it was definitely worth a go! There are a few other 'remote' session drummers doing this sort of thing, but I've found
them not to be anywhere near as good, overpriced or both. Max, is a great drummer who understands what we're after
and most importantly doesn't over-cook it! Many drummers want to hit everything on the kit, hit too hard and overplay,
but Max takes time to understand the track and plays accordingly to the music, and you really can't ask for more than
that!"
Matt C, Songwriter / Band, Sheffield, UK
"The first thing you notice about Max is his infectious groove and incredible touch. Then you realize the fantastic sounds
coming from the kit are also a product of his own technical genius for recording. I couldn't be more pleased having Max
on my music! What a great find. Highly recommend!"
Kelly K, Songwriter/Producer, Illinois, USA
"Max's ability to play to the song and to get the right drum sound for the song, makes him the perfect drummer for a
session. I was sure when I was on his website that I would hire his services, but the free demo option sealed the deal! I
would highly recommend him to anyone in search of drummer and would love to work with him again!"
Chandresh K, Songwriter / Film Composer, Mumbai, India
"This was my first experience working with a drummer (online) but Max and his website made it easy. All the information is
there and what you see is very much what you get – great! Max is enthusiastic, responds really well to feedback and
played very musically on my song. His drumming locked in fantastically with the other instruments bringing out it's
playfulness. It’s good to know Max is out there to put down great drum tracks on my songs!"
Heidi F, Singer / Songwriter, Suffolk, UK
"I couldn't recommend Max more if I tried! His intuition and understanding is unparalleled. He's the real deal! Between the
speed of his turnaround, the musicianship that went into his parts and the crystal clear communication - I'll never look for
another session drummer again. Max knew the right choice of snare to fit the song, NAILED his parts, followed suggestions
/ requests above and beyond expectations and provided the highest quality output possible. If only every musician was
this easy to work with, haha! I don't just endorse his service, I truly urge it.”
Kyle B, (MIDWAVE), Chicago, USA
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"While browsing the internet for a professional drummer, I found out about Max's service. Immediately, I got in touch and
asked him what I wanted for my song. He sent me a demo rather quickly. All I have to say is that the result was beyond
my expectations: Professional sound, outstanding playing, and 11 solid tracks (stems). Max knew exactly what I was
looking for. I will definitely seek his services in the near future for the rest of the album and future projects. Last but not the
least, Max is a pleasure to deal with...no confusion, no gimmicks. Thank you Max!"
Kamil F, Casablanca, Morocco
"It couldn't be easier than that, Max just made my song sound huge with his playing/sound, my endless search for a
drummer is finally over."
Federico C, Songwriter / Band, Brazil
"It was a real pleasure working with Max. We had contacted him around 2 years ago, but unfortunately our plans
changed drastically and we couldn't move any further with the project. Max remembered us as soon as we contacted
him a couple of weeks ago. We needed some drum tracks (quite quickly) and he managed to do this within 24 hours of
being asked. Really, really impressed with what he's done to one of the songs. He knew exactly what we wanted and
brought his own influence into the track, which is amazing. We'll be in regular contact now as he is really professional and
so easy to work with!"
Sonya & Ryan W, Singer / Songwriter, London, UK
"We came to Max looking for a finishing touch on a near-completed track. Max was not only happy to fulfil our
requirements, but he was also able to bring something of his own to the table. Consequently, the track was transformed
from being a regimented sterile studio piece, into something far more dramatic and full of energy. He literally breathed
life into the whole thing. He was quick to respond and deliver, took direction really well, and I think his service is second to
none. We will definitely be back".
Ian P, Songwriter, Oxfordshire, UK
"I often use on-line session musicians for recording my material as I'm based in South West Scotland where it is hard to
find the professionalism I need at a moments notice. I was hoping max would add something to my song which I couldn't
quite get with the programmed drums I had previously used, and he didn't let me down. I was pleasantly surprised when I
got my FREE sample drum track back, recorded and mixed to perfection, and his interpretation of the song was perfect
too. I didn't need any re-takes and I used the material he gave me with almost no changes to his mix! I shall be using him
again in the not too distant future, and I fully recommend him."
Stephen W, Songwriter, Dalbeattie, Scotland
"Firstly, the WantDrums website was almost reason enough to use Max’s service. It answered all of my questions and
clearly displayed the quality of work I could expect. Max was courteous, efficient, prompt and above all, musically brilliant.
Thank you for your work, for putting my mind at ease and for accommodating my project”.
Tim P, Songwriter, London, UK
"After a long time of looking for a local drummer I decided to try the online session route. Max is always quick and
professional in his replies and his work is even better. He nailed each song in just one take and the results were better
than what I expected. I look forward to working with him in the future and recommend him to anyone looking to get
professional drum tracks, exactly the way you want them for a reasonable price."
Kam Z, Songwriter, Toronto, Canada
"I would not hesitate to recommend Max at WantDrums.com! He provided clear communication and delivered what was
required. He has made it very easy for anyone to have a drummer!"
Adrian H, Northamptonshire, UK
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"Having recorded drums through a professional studio in the past, I know how hard it is to get a good match to both the
drum sound that you've imagined, and the technicalities of capturing the sound effectively, from microphone type,
placing, setup and performance. Max hit my brief on the nose, the sound was exactly what I was looking for; his
performance was spot on, first time. The final tracks were great quality, well defined and allowed me to pre-mix the
drums in a fraction of the time I would have expected. What can I say? Brilliant."
Louis S, Studio Engineer, Avon, UK
"I came across 'WantDrums.com' in need of a fast turnaround for an international project I was working on. Due to time
restraints, everything needed to be put together very quickly. Max at WantDrums was extremely quick at getting back to
me and before I knew it, he had already recorded the parts. A really great service with a very professional sound. Stunned
at the quality!"
Oliver L, Producer, London, UK
"Working with Max has been a wonderful and stress-free experience. Upon receiving my first versions of the drum tracks,
there was no need for drastic changes at all, he understood the songs and what they needed. There was just a few small
tweaks here and there and the drums were all done within 2 revisions. His communication, understanding and can do
attitude made him a joy to work with. His drumming is superb as you can imagine and his pricing is exceptional for what
you get and if you take into account the other option of getting a drummer, hiring a studio, getting a producer and/or
engineer then what Max turns out at a fraction of the cost is truly fantastic. I will absolutely use Max again on future
projects."
Tim J, Songwriter, London, UK
"Working with Max has been an absolute pleasure! The whole process has been extremely quick (Max is immediate in
sending tracks over) and totally stress-free. Max has been very patient and open minded with trying out new ideas. Max's
drum takes are extremely tight and his parts have clearly had a lot of thought put into them. The recordings are well
produced, crystal clear and will bring a whole new life and energy to our tracks. Max is a fantastic drummer, who always
writes and plays with what's best for the song in mind and I've been very lucky to have him play on my project. I can't
recommend using him enough!"
Daniel A, Band/Songwriter, Southampton, UK
"The professionalism and quality apparent from the moment you land on wantdrums.com extends right through the
process to the finished product. Max is fantastic and really easy to deal with, I would recommend him to anyone who
wants great sounding drums played with great feel and no hassle!"
Joe F, Songwriter, London, UK
"Max has been very easy to work with and is very timely on creating drum tracks. The tracks are very personalised and he
catches the details in helping create the track you want. Absolute pleasure to work with"
Justin G, Vancouver, Canada
"Having used sampled drums in the past, I always felt unhappy with the mechanical and dull sound. Max's performance
was exactly what I was hoping for - there is nothing like having a human behind the kit, especially one as talented as
Max! Communication was clear and easy which made it very straightforward to get exactly what I wanted. I highly
recommend his service without hesitation, and I wish I had discovered it much sooner!"
Chris S, Songwriter, Chichester, UK
"I was delighted to have Max play on three of the tracks on my latest album. I came to Max because I felt I needed
something more dynamic on some sections and he certainly delivered with the minimum of fuss and with great
sensitivity towards the tracks. He is a top pro and a pleasure to work with. Highly recommended!"
David L, Songwriter/Producer, UK
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"Max brought this "bonham-esque" groove into our music that we needed. It was obvious the he understand what kind of
drumming will lift the tracks to the next level. It never felt that he was a session musician but a member of the band."
Oliver A, Songwriter, Switzerland
“WantDrums.com was my first experience with an online session drummer. I wasn’t sure how things would turn out so I
applied for Max’s free demo. He was willing to work with me until my track was exactly how I wanted it. Even when I felt like
I was asking for too much, Max kindly and promptly delivered quality results. The entire process was complete in a matter
of days. Will definitely be back to work on more songs!”
Devin G, Songwriter, Richmond, VA, USA
"Max will help bring your music to a whole new level. I spent years trying to get digital drums to sound like real drums but
was never quite happy with the results. Having a pro like Max record the drum tracks for me has saved me hours of time
and frustration. My only regret is that I didn't work with him sooner.
Josh R, Songwriter, Tennessee, USA
"I contacted Max to check out his free demo offer because I felt some live drums on one of my tracks would help give it a
bit more ‘oomph’. Not only did he record it and come back to me within a few days but the resultant track was exactly
what I was looking for. It's clear Max has a feel for drumming that transcends the ability to just play...he really feels the
music! The customer service and the value for money for what is on offer here really is top notch and I would
recommend WantDrums.com to anybody!"
Rob S, Songwriter, Crawley, UK
"I can’t exaggerate enough how happy I am that I went to WantDrums.com! Max is certainly a very skilled drummer and
took my composition to a whole new level, knowing exactly what was needed to compliment what had been written. I
received my stems in one of the quickest turnarounds I’ve encountered and the quality of the drums were just
outstanding and fitted straight into the mix. Maybe one of the most enjoyable experiences I’ve had with a session/remote
musician, I will definitely be coming back for more 11/10!"
Tom P, Producer, Suffolk, UK
"Max delivered some amazing drum work within very short notice. Very professional and easy to work with and Max
definitely knew where to take the song!
Morien T, Producer / Songwriter, Amsterdam
"Excellent experience using WantDrums.com Not only are the tracks of a high quality but Max’s performance on the
drums breathes a whole new life into the track. I would highly recommend Max's services and will be using him again."
Elliott J, Singer / Songwriter, Surrey, UK
“I absolutely LOVE the tracks you sent me! I found your website through an ad on my Facebook page and I was intrigued
by the testimonials of some of your clients. So, I just HAD to try it out… It's the best thing I've done for my songwriting
business! Being from Alabama (USA), I've got limited access to studio quality drummers at such a reasonable rates and
the process was so easy and very quick! Thanks for putting together such a great resource for songwriters Max!”
Michael R, Songwriter, Alabama, USA
"Max recorded drums on five songs for my new EP and I am incredibly happy with the results. I provided Max with scratch
tracks (just basic guitar and vocals) and he managed to bring them to life, clearly understanding what each song
needed. The process was straightforward, extremely quick and completely stress-free. I would recommend Max to
anybody looking for great drums on their next tracks. I will most definitely be back again."
Lindsey D, Songwriter, Plymouth, UK
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"I found Max after googling Online Session Drummers. I looked at several guys before settling on him. I sent a Jazzy / Funky
track with a 2 bar drum loop that needed replacing. He nailed it and gave the track the groove and dynamics it needed.
Well worth the fair price and will definitely be using him again!"
Andi R, Idaho, USA
"Max is not only an exceptional musician, he is very attentive to details and has a very professional attitude that makes
the whole process fast and easy. I also have to mention that the quality of the recordings he makes are stunning. I highly
recommend his services to anyone and look forward to working together again in the future."
Daniel S, Sao Paulo, Brazil
“This is a unique service that I personally have hoped to find for some time, I have been completely stunned at how
professional it actually is. Max’s drumming is really intuitive and he makes it effortless even if you have limited drum
knowledge/speak. I don’t think you could get better value for money, as his final tracks are as good as any I have came
across. If in doubt, try it out, you wont be disappointed!”
Gary Y, Session Musician / Composer / Producer, Glasgow
“I can’t fully express how fortunate I feel to have run across WantDrums.com. I’ve tried other online drummers before with
mixed results, but with Max I found a drummer that is by far and away the most creative and easy to work with musician
that I have ever had the pleasure of working with. Not only are the beats he writes completely off the hook but the sound
quality of the recordings he produces are also top quality. Basically, I could go on and on with positive comments, but if
you are considering various online drumming services, make the obvious choice for WantDrums.com. I guarantee from
personal experience that you will be happy you did!”
Seth B, Songwriter, Los Angeles, USA
“I’ve had such a positive experience with WantDrums.com (Max). The song Max recorded drums for has so much more
groove and sounds amazing! I’m going to be working with him on the rest of my tracks and I would highly recommend
Max to anybody in need of top-notch drum tracks!”
Gleb L, Songwriter, Tomsk, Russia
“It’s a pleasure to work with Max at every point! He records perfect performances and he’s very responsive to all
suggestions. Creativity, energetic drumming, perfect timing and great sounding drum set is what you get from
WantDrums.com!”
Jacob T, Composer, Poland
“Max was very professional, easy to work with, and most importantly delivered a great performance and excellent
sounding drum tracks. I would recommend his work to anyone looking for great drum tracks for a reasonable price.”
Chris M, Guitarist, Dallas, USA
“Working with Max was an amazing experience in every regard. Recorded drums sounded very good and the delivered
performance was top notch! Max is a great guy to collaborate with. He is open-minded and capable of playing in every
style of music. His response time is outstanding and most importantly - he really cares about his clients’ satisfaction. I
highly recommend using his service to anyone looking for drum tracks that bring life and energy to every song. All that
can be done with WantDrums.com without spending a fortune! I will be definitely working with Max on future projects.”
Lukas K, Songwriter, Ireland
“It’s been a pleasure working with Max. He worked with me to get just the groove I wanted for my songs. It didn’t matter
how many takes he had to do, he wanted to make sure I was happy with the final outcome. He was very communicative
and quick with getting takes back to me, too. Couldn’t ask for more. Thanks, Max!”
Mark W, Composer / Songwriter, California
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“I’ve been very impressed with the online session drumming service provided by Max. I found him to be polite in
communication, patient in translating and accommodating the suggestions of a guitarist, and super prompt in
delivering great tracks. I will definitely be using this service again.”
Gareth D, Songwriter / Band, London
“I was a bit afraid of online recording, I did not like the fact of not being able to conduct the recording in the control room.
So Max sent me a free demo of my song and I loved it at the first listen. His playing is tight, groovy and he knows how to hit
the drums in a ‘punchy’ rock way. The un-processed stems he sent me were very clean and I was able to do a great mix
on it. I have more tracks lined up and ready for his drumming.”
Julien. B, Guitarist / Songwriter, Paris
“I have used a few online drummers over the past year, but for one reason or another have kept looking, never being 100%
satisfied. After getting Max on my last song I wish had found him so much sooner. There are a couple of reasons for that,
firstly he is the only online drummer to provide proper miking of the kit, sending both top and bottom snare stems for
example, and the quality of the recording is top notch. Secondly it is the playing, the nuances that make the difference
between a drummer and a musician, the accents on the brass stabs and vocal inflections are what really shows real
class with Max’s performance. The entire process was friendly, professional and slick. Can’t wait to use Max on my next
track!”
Steve L, Songwriter / Producer, Sydney
“I was very impressed with the skill speed and overall friendly service Max offered when being hired to record drums for
my song. He has a real ear for the dynamics in a song and was able to expand much on the basic drum guide track I
sent. I wasn’t really sure if getting an online session drummer would work, but now I’m completely convinced that it’s the
way to go! I will definitely be working with him again soon!”
Richard H, Songwriter, Surrey, UK
“I have spent hours and hours programming drums for my projects and always felt like my best efforts never stacked up
to what a real drummer could accomplish. I was burnt out from trying to do drums myself and was searching for a
solution. Problem solved .....WantDrums.com!!!! With a click of my mouse, I was able to send Max a demo of a song I was
working on, it was just a few guitar tracks and some general ideas on what I was looking for. Fast forward 24 hours ....
Clicked on the link to review my song with drums , what happened next was nothing short of amazing! There it was a
drum track with all the feel and articulations I could ever ask for and to be honest, could never reproduce with a
computer. If you want a ‘good’ demo, program drums yourself .... If you want a GREAT song, I suggest you get your stuff
over to WantDrums.com right now! Super talented drummer ... Super easy process and most importantly, a drum track
that will add value to any project! Do it now! I'm so glad I did!:
Greg G, Songwriter, Michigan, USA
“My idea of which kind of drums I wanted was vague, my midi programmed drums were not very good, but the
communication with Max was straightforward. He was able to understand what I wanted and applied his skills in a way
that suited the song best. He nailed it pretty quickly and I am very pleased with the result! Moreover what I really
appreciated is that he is a true professional, in his skills as well as his attitude. I am looking forward to working with him
again."
Thomas C, Singer / Songwriter, Germany
“I’m really impressed with what Max has done. His drumming added the quality and energy I was hoping for, and the
whole process was quick and painless!”
Andy S, Singer / Songwriter, Brighton, UK
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“As a composer musician I started recording songs 15 years ago when there was no online, “on demand” drum service at
my disposal. I have been recently venturing into new recordings and working with our current percussionist/drummer to
no avail getting good tonality and sound from his acoustic drums, and neither of us has the patience to program drums.
After doing research on all of the major online drum services online, WantDrums.com seemed to stand out in ease of
process and Max’s drum tracks sounded great on his online sample content. Max gives us a chance to hear a sample of
our music with his work for no cost to see how the process works; and that was very important to me in my decision
making process. I sent him a track of a song about a dog that had passed on me recently, gave him the BPM of the song
and a short description of what I had in mind. Within 24 hours I had the demo back and the groove and expression was
all there and amazing sounding!! I placed my order with him immediately after listening and received my tracks within
the same day! His service is extremely efficient and makes my life tracking music SO much easier! I will be sending MANY
more songs his way!!”
Mike M, Songwriter / Composer, Dallas, USA
“Max greatly improved my track with his drum performance. It was a very easy process to get the files and import into my
pro tools session.”
David K, Music Editor for “GLEE” & “Game of Thrones”, Los Angeles
“Max did great percussion tracks for a song I’m working on, accordingly to what I asked him and better! He’s got the skills
to play and obviously the knowledge and equipment to record as well. Easy going, fast and efficient. Great!”
Chris R, Songwriter, San Francisco
“I had cause to produce a Christmas song for a compilation CD and was in need of some ‘smooth Jazz’ drums to overlay
the final production. I can’t begin to tell you what a relief it was to be able to put my track into the very capable hands of
Max and his brushes! Professional and reliable service that I would recommend to any singer/songwriter/musician. Max
kept in touch along the way and sent files for my approval. I’m lining up some more tracks as we speak :-)”
Nick P,Songwriter, Tring, UK
"I am a 54 year old seasoned indie / new wave artist influenced by all types of music styles so this makes my writing style
a bit demanding because I don't structure music around the norm in most cases. For example I asked Max to give me the
Psychedelic Furs meets Led Zeppelin, Max nailed it solid with a great feel, high quality tones and mix. I requested a defined
ending and Max delivered it with no hesitation. Max delivered my song drum track in less than 24 hours. Thanks to Max I
am able to take my "professional" drum track to my favorite local recording studio and move forward with my recording
project without the headache of differences in opinion. And not to mention the endless hours of set up and tear down
time racking up my project budget and my nerves. I highly recommend Max for your next creative project."
Tony G, Band, Louisville Kentucky, USA
“I like to record my songs at home and I like to record every instrument myself without compromise. I’m not a great
drummer and I don’t have the recording space for a drumkit so I decided to search for a online drum service through
Google. The first online drum recording studio I found (and paid for) didn’t reach my standards. After that I found Max on
WantDrums.com and I claimed his free demo offer. Here in Holland we love everything (especially if it’s its free!) and Max's
demo was just simply amazing. I didn’t mind paying a second time for an online session drummer because Max did such
a fantastic job. He’s not only a great drummer with his skills, but he also knows how to record to such high quality
standards. I’m absolutely sure I will be using his talent again in the future!”
Philip H, Songwriter, Leiden, The Netherlands
"Max is an incredibly talented musician, who has a complete mastery of both his instrument and recording setup.
Requested tracks are turned round swiftly and Max is willing to offer his own interpretation or take whatever time is
needed to understand what you have in mind. The drum tones are first rate, and they are recorded exceptionally well and provide a very high quality rhythm tone package. Superb."
Darren A, Songwriter, London, UK
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"I was listening to the UBK "Happy Fun-time Hour" podcast, and they discussed using real drummers instead of loops or
midi virtual drummers and how much of a difference it makes when working with real musicians that instinctively know
what to play. I thought I would try it out and see if it would help my songs. I did a search for online drummers, and I found
Max. I was impressed with the prompt response and delivery of the tracks. They sound great, but most importantly Max
took the song to a new level. The tracks were well recorded and fit perfectly in the mix. Max followed my direction of what
I was looking for, and then added another level to it by bringing his pro instincts to the project. I was also impressed with
the turn around time. He responds quickly to email and has a demo turn around time that is staggeringly fast. I highly
recommend him."
Mat O, Songwriter, Washington, USA
"Max provides a professional, efficient and most importantly a great sounding service. He has enabled me to improve my
workflow and reduce my overall costs by outsourcing drum recording to someone I can trust.”
Chris P, Singer/Songwriter, Brighton, UK
“WantDrums.com offers a truly world class drum player at very affordable prices. The communication is superb, the
drums are truly personalised to your track and any changes you request are very quickly incorporated. I will definitely be
coming back to WantDrums.com for further tracks”
David L, Songwriter, UK
“Having never used an online session drummer before I was very new to this way of working. After speaking to Max for a
few minutes I was totally on board with how the system works and how customised my tracks could be! I’ve seen so
many bands use badly programmed midi drums and it ruin their tracks. I’ve been guilty of spending hours on end
programming drum tracks to make them sound as natural and real as I can. However, after hearing Max’s live drum
tracks I was sold on this way of working. I’m now using Max on a regular basis to provide live, affordable drum tracks for
my clients. WantDrums.com is THE place to go for studio drum tracks!”
Ross B, Songwriter / Producer, London
“I’ve worked with Max several times and the playing, drum sound and service is always flawless!”
Toby T, Producer, London
“Max is a talented, versatile drummer who is comfortable playing in many styles. He will work with you until you until you
are happy with the sound. If not sure how you want your drums to sound, let him improvise – you won’t be disappointed.
Communication is easy.”
Maxim S, Songwriter, Los Angeles
“Working with Max has been a real pleasure so far. Max is very professional, patient and of course a great drummer. The
quality of the audio stems he provides of the finished drum tracks are top notch. I would have no hesitation in
recommending Max to anyone for their next project.”
Kevin D, Songwriter, UK
“Absolute pleasure working with Max. I provided a demo, a brief idea of what I wanted and as soon as he received the file
he was off to work. Very prompt with great communication, and couldn’t be happier with the results. Very impressed and
highly recommended.”
Luke P, Songwriter, UK
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“I am a full-time singer/guitar player. I play cover songs to tourists, here in Florida, for a living. But one of the biggest
challenges has been to produce my music in such a way that conveys how I hear it in my head. Max is a solid live
drummer, with an actual muscle-memory understanding of various styles and his professionalism is as honed as his
chops. From the first email, which he returned within a day, he really listened to what I wanted and immediately began
sending samples of him drumming to my song, so I could evaluate and tweak. The back and forth has been quick and
easy. I was never made to feel like I didn’t know what I was doing and Max works at prices even a beach cover singer can
afford. Fast forward to this morning – I just finished listening to the drum and percussion tracks Max put down
underneath my guitar vocal and even though I’m quite wordy, words can’t describe how completely he’s brought my
songs, hope and career out of what felt like a stall.”
Mike S, Singer / Songwriter, Florida
“This was the first time using an online session drummer, I just happened to come across WantDrums.com by chance
and was curious to hear what one of my songs would sound like. I can honestly say I was very impressed with the service
received by Max. The communication and speed was excellent and the ability to make adjustments without further cost
is definitely a plus. I would definitely recommend WantDrums.com.”
Julie L, Singer / Songwriter, UK
“Great drumming and a quick turnaround even with complex arrangements. Allowing multiple retakes is very valuable
too. Highly recommended!”
Paul M, Songwriter, UK
“I’ve used WantDrums.com for 2 songs now and I’m really pleased with the result. Max is really proactive too and gets his
drumming spot on every time. Very quick turnaround as well. I highly recommend Max.”
Pierre A, Songwriter / Producer, Paris
“Max scores on two levels, worked on a very tight deadline and displayed a high level of skill on the drums, the price was
excellent as well.”
George S, Songwriter, UK
“Working with Max was a great pleasure. The speed at which he was able to produce a full solid drum track off a shaky
acoustic demo which I initially sent over shows how competent he is behind a kit. Any adjustments that needed to be
made were done promptly and accurately and made what can be a potentially difficult process into a hassle free
venture.”
Jonathan W, Songwriter, UK
“I contacted Max for the first time to ask him to drum on 2 tracks for me. I had no idea what to expect, but was amazed at
his skills when I received the demo mix just 2 days later. The communication is direct and relaxed. He gives you the option
to make changes and alterations, and I understand why, because it’s hardly necessary with the way he drums! Very glad
I’ve found WantDrums.com! Thanks Max!”
Ron, Songwriter, Amsterdam, Netherlands
“I sent Max my song that had the hardest drumming on first, to see how he coped and he got the feel of it straight away. I
also asked if he could improvise and not just copy my amateurish MIDI drums. He did that too, and he really excels at
that! I knew he would be good for my project based on his videos, but after sending my first song I now know for sure.
Highly recommended!”
Jim S, Songwriter, UK
“Max was professional fast and friendly. He scored a great performance first shot!”
Jordan M, Musician / Songwriter, Canada
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“Thanks for all the great work Max. I researched quite a few drummers who were providing the same service, but Max's
ability was/is worlds apart from all the others in my opinion. Max's communication is excellent and is are a pleasure to
work with. I had no need to point Max in the right direction. The quality of sound has made me want to go back and do all
my bits again to match the standard Max has set. If I had to score Max out of ten, I would give you eleven. I wish all
musicians were as easy to work with. I would also recommend Max to anyone. Keep up the good work and I will be
emailing Max again shortly with more songs for him to work on.”
Andy E, Songwriter, UK
“We absolutely LOVE Max! Working with him is just a delight. Having initially approached the notion of an online drumming
service with a certain scepticism, our fears were quickly assuaged by Max’s sheer professionalism. This professionalism
manifests itself in many ways: the impeccable manner in which he maintains his website (we spent a lot of time going
through it!); the thoughtfulness and eloquence of his e-mail exchanges; the polished manner of his interactions. Max is
prompt, timely and very responsive, his turnaround time is astonishing; and his willingness to re-do certain parts and
tracks, very reassuring. But mostly (first and foremost!) there is just the sheer quality of his drumming… simply, a cut
above! Tight, crisp but invested with real feeling and impeccable care, Max’s drumming both carries and lifts our songs;
takes them to “the next level”. So impressed were we that having used Max for our first record; we are now also using him
for records two and three. Having heard the difference Max’s playing makes to our songs, there is no way we can ever
return to the “canned” looped drums in ProLogic X and other recording software! We recommend and endorse Max
thoroughly. A consummate professional…”
Hendrik K and Joe F, Songwriters, UK
“Working with Max was great, he listened to the detail of my track and gave it the energy and depth missing from my
programmed drums. His playing is tight and drum tone great!”
Jamie P, Songwriter, London, UK
“This is my third experience with an online session drummer, I struck third time lucky! Max has brought my song to life and
nailed the drum track first time. I can’t recommend enough his skill to craft drums around a song, a true talent!”
Chris B, Songwriter, UK
“When I contacted Max I didn’t really know what to expect. I browsed his website and liked his approach. I needed a drum
track for one song that is part of a bigger project, a rock opera. Max instantly replied and sent me his free demo track. I
was amazed with the feel and drive he played with. We had a quick e-mail exchange about what I wanted and he
himself had a nice input. The communication over email was really easy and super friendly. At the end I was so happy
with the results, and to be honest, it exceeded my expectations. I can highly recommend him and I’m very impressed!”
Ringo S, Songwriter / Producer, Mexico
“Max has saved me a lot of stress. Im a singer/songwriter that lives in an area where no one else shares my artistic vision.
I couldn’t find a way to get someone to play drums on my songs, until I found WantDrums.com. I’ve worked with Max on
my song “Murder Is The New Black” and he kept working on it until I was 100% satisfied. Great quality drum tracks, and a
great guy to work with. Im definitely working with him in the future for my upcoming songs.”
‘AxL’, Guitarist / Songwriter, Arkansas, USA
“Max I got goose bumps!! Seriously, you are the MAN, I would not have thought of such a perfect track!!”
Vladimir K, Producer, London, UK
“Max did a great job of adding live energy to the drum parts I had written and coming up with unique grooves for the
parts I hadn’t. His drum track added more depth to the dynamics of the song and really brought it to life. I recommend
Max to anyone considering the online process of remote session work.”
James H, Songwriter, Adelaide, Australia
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“Working with Max has been an absolute joy. He’s a consummate professional, adaptable to many styles and his playing
is as devastatingly proficient as it is groovy. In short, he’s a kick-ass drummer who we couldn’t recommend highly enough
:)”
Alec, Rich & Steve, Songwriters / Band, Norwich, UK
“Wow how good is this guy, within 3 days I had the drum track I wanted. Right off the bat Max nailed exactly what I
wanted. I was a bit apprehensive using an online drummer but I’m sold. Would definitely use Max again. No more loops for
me, Max is the guy!”
Kerry M, Songwriter, Auckland, New Zealand
“As a songwriter, drums are the foundation to our songs and the most difficult/time consuming part of the process. After
4+ hours of research on the internet, viewing websites, listening to demos, pricing, reviews etc I found Max’s site. Hands
down he’s the best I’ve worked with so far. From the quality of his tracking, email communication, pricing and website.
He’s 100% legitimate and does great work. I look forward to more tacking with him.”
Roy P, Songwriter, Fort Myers, Florida
“Coming from a ‘full band in a room’ background I was wary about the whole online drumming world but, for us (a pair of
songwriters working with a variety of drummers - not always successfully!) this was absolutely perfect - within a day of
sending a track recorded with a click we had a really tight drum take with a great sound that was sympathetic to the
song (very important!!) that allowed us to overdub our parts as if we we had been in a studio with a ‘live’ drummer. If
you’ve ever tried to splice together a drum track from sample loops then you know the days of pain you can spend trying
to get the results we got in a few hours. Thoroughly recommend Max and looking forward to getting a number of other
songs done - really great job!”
Mark ’n’ Andy, Songwriters, Balham, UK
“I keep listening to your drum tracks and they’re perfect!! I don’t think i’m ever going near programmed drum loops again.
You’ve understood the style and feel I wanted from our conversation. Despite being new to this way of working the whole
process was fun, great communication, professional and most importantly you made my song sound awesome. It was a
pleasure working with you!”
Richard M, Composer, London
“As skeptical as I was about having an online session drummer, Max proved me wrong. At first you wonder about the
relationship, and even passing an original over the net can prevent any Producer, or Songwriter from doing just that. I’m
someone who takes chances on a gut feeling; I looked at his website extensively. That being said I was 75% sure my
money was going to be well spent. I was determined to hear his drumming on my cuts. I’m here as living proof to tell you
that after sending Max my first tune-his understanding of music made me confident he was going to nail the drum
tracks within a few takes. His cooperation to give exactly what I, (the client) expected in his ability as an “A List Drummer,”
and his performance was second to none! It’s what you’d expect from a pro… I know! I’ve worked with lots of ‘em in my
day. You’ll soon be like me anticipating his next track – which by the way comes from a natural sounding drum set, mixed
as good as any of the engineers I’ve worked with, and they’re in Mix Magazine! A stereo mix that will put a smile on your
face from cheek to cheek, at an affordable price even the best session drummers would agree is cheap! It’s as simple as
a click of the mouse from his studio to yours with a quick and easy download. So if you’re not convinced after all that, you
should get yourself a drum machine – good luck programming it!”
David M, Producer, Nashville
“Max did great work providing exactly the type of drum tracks my songs needed. The tracks were done really quickly and
changes were made promptly as well. Will definitely work with Max again in the future.”
Cornelis G, Singer / Songwriter, London
“A pleasant, painless, professional experience delivering great results. It’s the perfect solution!”
Kevin D, Songwriter, UK
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“Max is a great drummer who is extremely dedicated, flexible and hardworking – I’d recommend him to anyone! Max has
very good attention to detail and is not afraid to do a track over and over until it’s perfect. Thanks a lot Max you’re
awesome!”
Arman A, Songwriter, UK
“Using WantDrums.com was a revelation. I’ve spent the last few months putting together a load of demos. I thought I’d
give my first ‘online session drummer’ a go, after being recommended to Max I sent him some demos to see what he
could add. After hearing Max’s playing and drum sound I was seriously impressed. Amazing service, amazing price and
Max was a real joy to work with on my now ‘completed album’. 10/10”
Alister C, Composer / Songwriter, UK
“Max offers a very professional service and delivers every time. I have used him a few times on different styles of work
and each has been great. He was a pleasure to work with. Thank you Max!”
Adam W, Composer / Musical Director, London, UK
“Max did a fantastic job on the track providing a super quick turnaround time between the time I sent him the demo and
guide tracks to the time he sent back the finished recordings. He has a very professional approach, is easy to
communicate ideas with and I will be doing more work with him in the future.”
Greg M, Songwriter, Leicester, UK
“After searching around and trying out a few ‘online drummers Max at WantDrums.com has without a doubt been the
most reliable, professional and friendly service out there. To anyone questioning whether to go to WantDrums.com for
some work, the best advice I can give is make use of the free demo Max offers and hear for yourself the outstanding work
he is capable of, both in his playing and the sound quality of recordings. Every track so far has exceeded expectations.
Max has a great work flow and work is always done quickly and flawlessly. Amendments are made promptly based on
your comments. Communication is key with these type of projects and it is always a pleasure to hear from Max.”
Rory M, Songwriter, UK
“I do all my recording at home, but I’m not a drummer and my studio is not equipped to record drums. Using drum
software and editing MIDI loops sounded OK, but something was always missing. So, I previewed a bunch of online drum
services, and settled on Max. I’m so glad I did. He is able to listen to a tune and deliver drums that live and breath with the
song. That’s what had been missing!”
John B, Singer/Songwriter, Washington, USA
“Max plays drums so well that getting what you need for your track is easy and enjoyable! He made my track sound so
great and can’t wait to use him again, definitely a drummer to look out for!!”
Glenn G, Songwriter, Essex, UK

